
24 Month Warranty
We guarantee that your watch is made with top quality materials. Extensive quality

controls ensure that the watch is checked before it leaves our premises. Material defects

cannot, however, be completely ruled out. Please contact our customer services within

the guarantee period if your watch is in any way faulty. We issue a guarantee for a period

of 24 months from date of purchase on all material and manufacturing faults. Any

warranty claims prescribed by law shall remain unaffected by this guarantee. The

guarantee covers the function of the clockwork and the proper workmanship of the

watch. The following are not covered by the guarantee: batteries, wear and tear of the

casing, glass or wristband and damage due to improper use (accident, glass breakage,

water damage, crown pulled right out). Manufacturing faults will be rectified free of

charge within the guarantee period. If the watch is irreparable we will replace it with a

comparable model. Liability for collateral or subsequent damage is excluded. To obtain

warranty services, please take or send the product, with a copy of your sales receipt or

other proof of purchase that shows the date of purchase, to the store where purchased.

Water Resistance
Water resistance is not a permanent characteristic; it should be tested annually and in

particular before the watch is put under exceptional strain, as the seals deteriorate

gradually in daily use.

Congratulations on the purchase of your new watch. You are now the owner of a

high precision time keeper characterised by its innovative design.

Instructions for care
Your watch is a high precision electronic and mechanical masterpiece and should serve

you well for a long time. Please note that your guarantee will be void in the event of

improper use, unauthorised tampering and improper battery replacement and does not

cover glass breakages. Please keep your watch away from magnetic fields, heat, water

and chemicals. Do not submit it to sudden impact or abrasion. Watches should not be

worn in bed. If a battery operated watch stops or the low battery indicator shows, it

should be taken to a specialist as soon as possible to prevent the battery from causing

damage to the watch or the environment. Batteries should be replaced by a specialist at

regular intervals of approx. 1 – 1 ½ years. The seals can then be checked and, if

necessary, replaced at the same time. In the event of condensation forming underneath

the glass (misting), the watch should be taken to a specialist as soon as possible to

prevent the moisture from causing further damage. The crown should always be firmly

pressed in or screwed tight during use. The leather watch strap is subject to normal wear

and tear and, being a natural product, is particularly susceptible to moisture,

perspiration, chemicals and abrasion. It is not indefinitely durable and for reasons of

hygiene should be replaced every 6-12 months, depending on how often it is worn. The

retaining pins should be checked and, if necessary, replaced at the same time.

www.facebook.com/DetomasoWatches

DETOMASO Service Center
MAX Trader GmbH
Wilhelm-Beckmann-Str. 19
D-45307 Essen
Germany
info@maxtrader.de
Please contact us via email in advance and we will provide a shipping address in the U.S. for your convenience.


